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To meet the increasing demand of high-data-rate services of high-speed railway (HSR) passengers, cloud radio access network
(C-RAN) is proposed. This paper investigates the tradeoff between energy efficiency (EE) performance and capacity in C-RAN of
HSR. Considering that the train location can be predicted, we propose a predictable path loss based time domain power allocation
method (PPTPA) to improve EE performance of HSR communication system. First, we consider that the communication system
of HSR only bears the passenger information services (PISs). The energy-efficient power allocation problem with delay constraint
is studied. The formulated problem is nonconvex. To deal with it, an equivalent convex problem is reformulated. Based on PPTPA,
we propose an iterative algorithm to improve the EE performance. Second, we consider that the PISs and the train control services
(TCSs) are all bore. A capacity optimization problemwith joint EE and services transmission delay constraints is formulated. Based
on PPTPA, we propose a hybrid power allocation scheme to improve the capacity of the system. Finally, we analyze the effect of
small-scale fading on EE performance. The effectiveness of the proposed power allocation algorithm is validated by HSR channel
measurement trace based emulation results and extensive simulation results.

1. Introduction

In the past couple of years, high-speed railways (HSR) are
expanding rapidly all over the world. More than 16,000 km
HSR are deployed in China, which accounts for more than
60 percent of operation length of HSR around the world.The
railway communication systemplays a key role inHSR to bear
the train control services (TCSs) and passenger information
services (PISs) [1, 2].

Although current mobile communication technologies
can guarantee the safety of HSR as bearing the TCSs, the
relatively low transmission data rate (e.g., 2–4Mbps) cannot
provide satisfied quality of experience (QoE) of passen-
gers. Therefore, the mobile communication system with dis-
tributed antennas is implemented inHSR scenario to improve
the passengers’ QoE [3]. Distributed antenna system (DAS) is
consisted with radio remote units (RRUs) and base stations
(BSs), but the radio resource cannot be shared between

the RRUs, which limits the centralized processing gain of
DAS. To mitigate this issue, cloud radio access network (C-
RAN) is proposed based on DAS structure [4, 5], in which
a baseband unit (BBU) pool is instead of the distributed
deployed BSs to handle the complex computational tasks.
The centralized signal processing structure in the BBU pool
hasmuchmore advantages than distributed signal processing
in separate BSs, including saving the power, reducing the
operating expenditure, and improving hardware utilization
ratio. C-RAN changes the static relationship between BBU
and RRUs, which is by now recognized as a good solution
to provide high-speed data services to meet the increasing
demand of high-data-rate services of HSR passengers [6, 7].
In addition, C-RAN can reduce the handover frequency of
the train. Due to the high movement speed of the trains, the
handover happens frequently. C-RAN can provide extensive
radio coverage via super cell to limit the handover frequency
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and the BBU pool can eliminate interference to improve the
coverage quality [3].

As energy consumption for communication technologies
has been growing rapidly, a large number of greenhouse gases
are discharged [8]. Recent reports suggest that 2% of the
world-wide CO2 is discharged by communication infrastruc-
tures and 3% of the world-wide energy is consumed [9]. For
the rail transportation system, around 50% of the energy is
consumed by trains, and the rest is used by infrastructure
facilities (stations, communication equipment, groundwater
pumps, tunnel lighting, etc.) to ensure the proper system
operation [10, 11]. As we know, HSR is a kind of green
transportation systemwith low energy consumption, in order
to save energy, all the infrastructure facilities need to improve
EE performance. For the communication equipment of HSR,
the BSs are deployed densely along the railway line (2 base
stations are deployed each 3 kilometers). For example, there
are about 900 BSs in Beijing-Shanghai HSR line. Therefore,
how to utilize the limited energy tomeet the needs of growing
communication traffic is a significant problem [12–15].

Resource allocation in the C-RAN has attracted con-
siderable attention in recent years. To maximize the sum
capacity in C-RAN system, Zhou and Yu adaptedWyner-Ziv
coding method to enhance the performance of C-RAN [16].
To reduce the energy consumption of C-RAN, a joint power
minimization and RRUs selection problem were formulated
[17]. Comparing with saving energy, how to improve the
capacity with unit power is a more practical problem, so EE is
an important performancemetric inwireless communication
system design. There are several EE performance-improving
methods in C-RAN, such as joint distributed compression in
the uplink [18] and joint power and subcarriers allocation in
the downlink [19].

To pursue the EE maximization, the system capacity may
degrade dramatically [20], so the tradeoff between capacity
and EE is worth investigating. An effective EE constrained
rate optimal power allocation policy for Nakagami-m chan-
nels was proposed in [20]. To maximize the EE performance
in a distributed antenna system subject to the users’ quality of
service (QoS), backhaul capacity and antenna transmission
power, a joint antenna, subcarrier, and power allocation
method were proposed [20]. A joint antenna, subcarrier,
and power allocation method was proposed [21]. In order
to improve the EE performance of data center networks, a
mechanism via the elastic multicontroller software defined
networks was proposed [22]. Wu et al. proposed a method
to improve the EE performance when considering multiple
users harvest energy from a power station and then commu-
nicate with an information station in a time-division manner
[23]. A convex relaxation and global optimization method
was proposed to improve the EE performance in multiuser
multicarrier broadband wireless systems [24]. There are also
some works about the balance between the capacity and EE
performance; for example, Ng et al. proposed an iterative
resource allocation policy which considered the tradeoff
between network capacity, EE performance, and backhaul
capacity in multicell networks [25]. All the previous works
are designed for conventional cellular networks.

Since C-RAN can provide various high-speed wireless
services for users, it can be deployed along the high-speed
lines to improve the QoE of passengers. As HSR is a kind of
green transportation system with low energy consumption,
the energy consumption of mobile communication system in
HSR also needs to be considered [26]. All the existing works
about EE optimization of C-RAN are investigated in the
conventional cellular networks. Therefore, how to improve
the EE performance in HSR considering the HSR character-
istic is an practical interesting problem. Generally, resource
allocation requires the accurate channel state information
(CSI). Comparing with the conventional cellular networks,
it is hard to estimate the accurate CSI in HSR scenario.
However, due to the line of sight (LoS) scenario and predicted
location of train in HSR system, the CSI can be simplified as
predicted path loss information, which can be estimated via
location information of the train.

There are two major concerns in the EE optimization
in HSR. First, the QoE requirements of passengers should
be considered. For the C-RAN structure, complex computa-
tional tasks are done byVirtualMachines (VMs) in BBUpool,
which introduces extra latency to the service transmission.
To achieve the delay and transmission rate requirements of
passengers, the processing time of VMs should be considered
in the EE optimization of C-RAN. Second, the communica-
tion system of HSR bears not only the PISs but also the TCSs.
To pursue the EE maximization, the system capacity may
degrade dramatically [20], which is inconsistent with the high
system capacity requirement.Therefore, the tradeoff between
EE performance and capacity should be considered.

In this paper, considering the train location can be
predicted, we propose a predictable path loss based time
domain power allocation method (PPTPA) to improve EE
performance of HSR communication system. First, we only
consider the communication system ofHSR bearing the PISs.
We focus on the EE optimization problem with delay con-
straint of C-RAN in the HSR scenario. The VMs processing
latency in the BBU pool and radio transmission delay of
services are considered in the proposed power allocation
scheme to maximize EE performance in C-RAN. Since the
EE maximization formulation is a nonconvex problem, we
reformulate the objective function. Based on PPTPA, we pro-
pose an iterative algorithm to improve the EE performance.
Second, we consider the communication system ofHSR bear-
ing the PISs and the TCSs. A capacity optimization problem
subject to joint EE requirement and services transmission
delay constraints is formulated. Based on PPTPA, we propose
a hybrid power allocation scheme to improve the capacity of
the system. Finally, the effects of small-scale fading on the
proposed power allocation scheme performance are evalu-
ated. Zhengzhou-Xian HSR line channel measurements trace
based emulation results and extensive simulation results are
provided to validate that the proposed two power allocation
policies can meet the QoE requirements of PISs and TCSs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The system
model is described in Section 2. In Section 3, we analyze
power allocation problem with services transmission delay
constraint and utilize PPTPA to maximize EE performance.
In Section 4, we investigate the optimal power allocation to
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Figure 1: System model.

maximize capacity with joint services transmission delay and
EE constraints. In Section 5, emulation results and extensive
simulation results are provided to justify our analysis. Con-
clusion is given in Section 6.

2. System Model

The C-RAN under consideration consists of a set of RRUs
and a BBU pool as shown in Figure 1. The RRUs are deployed
along the railway line to provide the radio coverage. In this
work, we only focus on the downlink of C-RAN, as it is
always the bottleneck of the mobile communication system.
The downlink traffic transmission can be divided into two
phases, one is data preprocessing in the BBU pool and the
other is radio transmission by the RRUs. The two phases
can be modeled as two queue models, respectively [27]. One
is the service data preprocessing queue, in which the data
packets are preprocessed (such as encoded) by the VMs
of BBU pool. The processing rate of VMs in BBU pool is
denoted as 𝜇, which can be considered as the service rate
in the service data preprocessing queue. The other queue
is the radio transmission queue, in which the service data
are transmitted from the RRUs to the passengers packet by
packet. The radio transmission rate is denoted as 𝑐, which
can be considered as service rate in the radio transmission
queue. The BBU pool connects RRUs via fiber links, so
the transmission delay of these links can be ignored. We
assume that the service arrival process from core network is
a Poisson process with mean rate 𝜆. The service time in the
preprocessing queue follows exponential distribution with
mean 1/𝜇 and the service time of the radio transmission
queue follows exponential distribution with mean 1/𝑐.

In HSR scenario, most of the services are sensitive to
delay, that is, video on demand and voice services. Therefore,
delay is a key metric to measure QoE.The transmission delay
of the traffic in the C-RAN should be less than the QoE
requirement of passengers. In this system, 𝑡𝑝 = 1/(𝜇 − 𝜆)
is denoted as the data processing delay and 𝑡𝑟 = 1/(𝑐 − 𝜆)
is denoted as the radio transmission delay. 𝑡𝑡 is the expected

delay in this system, which can be expressed as 𝑡𝑡 = 𝑡𝑝 + 𝑡𝑟 =1/(𝜇 − 𝜆) + 1/(𝑐 − 𝜆), for 𝜇 > 𝜆, 𝑐 > 𝜆. The transmission delay
requirement can be described as

𝑡𝑡 ≤ 𝜏, (1)

where 𝜏 is the transmission delay requirement of passengers.
If the service is HTTP/web (emails), it can be represented
as a new service with different QoE requirements. As the
HTTP/web (emails) requires low data rate and loose delay,
we can adjust the delay constraint of QoE requirement.

The coverage model of RRUs is shown in Figure 1, the
distance betweenRRUand railway line is𝑑0, and the coverage
diameter of eachRRU is𝑑𝑠.The train speed is V and the period
of the train crossing one cell covered by RRU is 𝑇 = 𝑑𝑠/V.
RRUs can eliminate the interinterference by BBU pool, so we
do not consider the interference between RRUs [28].

3. EE Maximization Problem

Due to the rapid increase of the operating cost of wire-
less communication system and carbon emission, the EE
performance has become a main issue for the design of
future wireless communication system [26]. In this section,
we formulate the EE maximization with QoE provisioning
problem firstly. As the objective function is a nonlinear
fractional form, the objective function is reformulated, and
then an iterative algorithm based on PPTPA is proposed to
solve this problem.

3.1. ProblemFormulation. To guarantee theQoE requirement
of passengers, the transmission delay should be satisfied.
Constant power allocation policy cannot meet the transmis-
sion delay requirement due to the varying fading channel
[29]. Therefore, we adopt variable transmit power allocation
policy. In this section, our objective is to maximize EE
performance, and the EE performance can be defined as 𝐶/𝑃
bits/joule [3].

Let 𝑡 = 0, when the train arrives at the point 𝑂 as shown
in Figure 1, ℎ(𝑡) denotes the channel gain at time 𝑡. In HSR
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scenario, it is difficult to get the accurate CSI of the train.
However, due to the moving track of the train being certain,
the predicted path loss information instead of accurate CSI is
used for resource allocation. The path loss is described as

ℎ (𝑡) = 1
(𝑑20 + (V𝑡)2)𝛼/2 + Δ, − 𝑑𝑠2V ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 𝑑𝑠2V , (2)

where𝛼 is the path loss exponent andΔ is a constant related to
the height of the transmit antenna and the frequency. Because
the channel variation is periodical from one cell to another
and that is symmetrical in one cell, we only consider half of
a period of the channel variation to design power allocation
policy.

We denote P as a power allocation policy, and the
corresponding channel capacity can be calculated as

𝐶 (𝑡) = log (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) . (3)

Energy consumption plays an important role in green-
house gas emissions, so a high EE performance is amain con-
cern point for the design of future wireless communication.
In addition, delay is a key metric to measure QoE. In this
paper, our aim is tomaximize the EE performance fromRRUs
to the passengers with the constraints of radio transmission
rate, transmission delay requirement, and average power.
Inequation (1) is transmission delay requirement. From (1),
we can get 𝑐 ≥ 𝜆 + 1/𝜏 + 1/(𝜏2(𝜇 − 𝜆) − 𝜏).
Problem 1 (EE maximization problem). Considering the
transmission delay constraint and average power constraint,
the EE maximization problem in the downlink C-RAN of
HSR is formulated as

(P1)max
P

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
(4a)

subject to 2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≥ 𝑐, (4b)

𝑐 ≥ 𝜆 + 1
𝜏 + 1

𝜏2 (𝜇 − 𝜆) − 𝜏 , (4c)

2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 ≥ 𝑃ave, (4d)

where 𝑃𝑐 is the circuit power consumption and 𝑃ave is average
transmission power of RRU. Constraint (4b) means that
the average channel capacity should be large or equal to
the radio transmission rate in half of a period. Constraint
(4c) corresponds to the transmission delay requirement.
Constraint (4d) means the average power constraint of RRU
in half of a period.

Constraint (4b) is a concave function; (4c) and (4d)
are linear functions. Therefore, (4b), (4c), and (4d) are all
convex constraints. But the objective function is a nonlinear

fractional programming, so Problem 1 is a nonconvex opti-
mization problem [30].

3.2. EE Maximization Problem Reformulation. Problem 1 is
a nonconvex optimization problem, so it cannot be solved
by classical convex optimization methods. In this section, we
reformulate the objective function of Problem 1.

We define a nonnegative variable 𝛾∗ as the energy-
efficient optimal value 𝛾∗ = ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶∗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡/ ∫𝑇/2

0
P∗(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 +

𝑃𝑐, whereP∗(ℎ(𝑡)) is the optimal power allocation policy and𝐶∗(𝑡) is the corresponding channel capacity with the optimal
power allocation policy [31].

Lemma 2. 𝛾∗ can be achieved if and only if

max
P

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

= ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶∗ (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P
∗ (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) = 0.

(5)

Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is in the Appendix.

FromLemma2, if we can find the energy-efficient optimal
value 𝛾∗, Problem 1 can be solved. However, 𝛾∗ cannot
be calculated directly; we propose an iterative algorithm
(Algorithm 1) to update 𝛾 while ensuring the corresponding
solution P(ℎ(𝑡)) remains feasible in each iteration. Then,
optimal resource allocation policy to solve Problem 3 can be
derived.

Problem 3 (reformulated EE maximization problem).

(P3)max
P

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

subject to 2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≥ 𝜆 + 1
𝜏 + 1

𝜏2 (𝜇 − 𝜆) − 𝜏 ,
2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑃ave,

(6)

where 𝛾∗ is the energy-efficient optimal value.

3.3. Proposed Iterative Algorithm. For Problem 3, we propose
an iterative algorithm to update 𝛾 as Algorithm 1. The outer
loop can update 𝛾(𝑖+1) through 𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡) and P(𝑖)(ℎ(𝑡)) of each
iteration. The inner loop can calculate the power allocation
policy of P(𝑖)(ℎ(𝑡)) and 𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡) by using the Lagrangian dual
method. The outer loop can calculate 𝛾(𝑖).
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(1) Initialize 𝛾(1) = 0, set threshold value 𝜀, maximum number of iteration 𝐼max;
(2) 𝑖 is the number of iteration, set 𝑖 = 1 and begin iteration (Outer Loop);
(3) for 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝐼max do
(4) Solve the power allocation with 𝛾∗ = ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶∗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡/ ∫𝑇/2

0
P∗(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐; (Inner Loop)

(5) Use the Lagrangian dual method to obtain 𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡) andP(𝑖)(ℎ(𝑡));
(6) if ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶(𝑖)(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾(𝑖)(∫𝑇/2

0
P(𝑖)(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) < 𝜀 then

(7) Set 𝛾∗ = 𝛾(𝑖);
(8) break;
(9) else
(10) set 𝛾(𝑖+1) = ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶(𝑡)𝑑𝑡/ ∫𝑇/2

0
P(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐;

(11) end if
(12) end for

Algorithm 1: Energy-efficient power allocation.

Problem 4 (optimal resource allocation in the inner loop).

(P4)max
P

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶(𝑖) (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 𝛾(𝑖) (∫𝑇/2
0

P
(𝑖) (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

subject to 2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶(𝑖) (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
≥ 𝜆 + 1

𝜏 + 1
𝜏2 (𝜇 − 𝜆) − 𝜏 ,

2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

P
(𝑖) (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 ≤ 𝑃ave,

(7)

where 𝛾(𝑖) is the 𝑖-th iteration energy-efficient value.

3.4. Lagrangian Dual Method. Based on the proposed iter-
ative algorithm, we have obtained the 𝑖-th iteration energy-
efficient value 𝛾(𝑖); then the Problem 1 becomes a convex
problem; we can use Lagrangian dual method to solve
the optimal power allocation results [30]. The Lagrangian
function of objective function can be written as

𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽) = ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

− 𝜐∫𝑇/2
0

(𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝑐) 𝑑𝑡

+ 𝛽∫𝑇/2
0

(P (ℎ (𝑡)) − 𝑃ave) 𝑑𝑡,

(8)

where 𝜐 and 𝛽 are the Lagrange multipliers.

To maximize the Lagrangian function, we only need to
maximize the power allocation pointwise.

𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽) = 𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝛾∗ (P (ℎ (𝑡)) + 𝑃𝑐)
− 𝜐 (𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝑐)
+ 𝛽 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) − 𝑃ave)

= log (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡)))
− 𝛾∗ (P (ℎ (𝑡)) + 𝑃𝑐)
− 𝜐 (log (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) − 𝑐)
+ 𝛽 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) − 𝑃ave) .

(9)

And then, using the Lagrangian dual method differentiating𝐿(P(ℎ(𝑡)), 𝜐, 𝛽)with respect toP(ℎ(𝑡)) and setting the result
to zero, we can calculateP(ℎ(𝑡)).

𝜕𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽)
𝜕P (ℎ (𝑡)) = ℎ (𝑡)

ln 2 (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) − 𝛾∗

− 𝜐 ℎ (𝑡)
ln 2 (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡)))

+ 𝛽 = 0.

(10)

P (ℎ (𝑡)) = 1 − 𝜐
ln 2 (𝛾∗ − 𝛽) −

1
ℎ (𝑡) . (11)

(11) is the water filling form power allocation scheme. The
power allocation requires accurate CSI. In HSR scenario,
considering themoving track of the train is certain, we utilize
the predicted path loss information instead of accurate CSI.
Therefore, we call (11) as predictable path loss based time
domain power allocation method (PPTPA).

Furthermore, since 𝐶(𝑡) ≥ 𝑐, we obtain
P (ℎ (𝑡)) = max{ 1 − 𝜐

ln 2 (𝛾∗ − 𝛽) −
1

ℎ (𝑡) ,
2𝑐 − 1
ℎ (𝑡) } . (12)

We can calculate the value of 𝜐 and 𝛽 by using the bisection
method. (12) is a kind of hybrid power allocation scheme
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based on PPTPA. We call it as QoE Constrained EE Power
Allocation (QCEPA).

4. Capacity Maximization with
EE Constraint Problem

EE performance is a main concern point for the design of
wireless communication. However, if we only consider the
EE maximization, the system capacity may degrade seriously
[20, 32]. In Section 3, we only considered the PISs. In practice,
the communication system of HSR may bear not only the
PISs but also the TCSs. In this section, we consider the
communication system of HSR bears both of them and then
design a hybrid power allocation scheme based on PPTPA
to support more services subject to EE performance and
transmission delay constraints.

4.1. Problem Formulation. From Section 3, we get the optimal
EE performance subject to transmission delay and average
power constraints. To analyze the EE performance and
capacity tradeoff, we formulate the problem to maximize
capacity subject to constraints on delay, average power, and
EE requirement in this section.

Problem 5 (capacity maximization problem). Considering
the transmission delay constraint, average power, and EE
requirement, the capacity maximization problem in the
downlink C-RAN of HSR can be formulated as

(P5)max
P

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 (13a)

subject to 2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≥ 𝑐, (13b)

𝑐 ≥ 𝜆 + 1
𝜏 + 1

𝜏2 (𝜇 − 𝜆) − 𝜏 , (13c)

2
𝑇 ∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 ≥ 𝑃ave, (13d)

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
≥ 𝜂𝛾∗, (13e)

where 𝜂 is chosen as a weight of the optimal EE. 𝛾∗ is
the optimal EE value of Problem 1, which is calculated in
Section 3. Constraints (13b)–(13d) have the same meaning
with constraints (4b)–(4d) in Problem 1. Constraint (13e)
means that the EE performance is large or equal to the EE
requirement.

Constraint (13e) can be written as

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝜂𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) ≥ 0. (14)

It becomes a convex constraint. Intuitively, objective function
is a convex function, constraint (13b) and constraint (13c)
are all convex constraints. Therefore, Problem 5 is a convex
optimization problem.

4.2. Lagrangian Dual Method. Problem 5 is a convex opti-
mization problem, so it can be solved by classical convex
optimization methods. In this section, we use Lagrangian
dual method to solve Problem 5. The Lagrangian function of
objective function can be written as

𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽, 𝜇) = ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− ]∫𝑇/2
0

(𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝑐) 𝑑𝑡

+ 𝛽∫𝑇/2
0

(P (ℎ (𝑡)) − 𝑃ave) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝜇(∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

− 𝜂𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)) ,

(15)

where 𝜐, 𝛽, and 𝜇 are the Lagrange multipliers.
As in Problem 3, our aim is to maximize the Lagrangian

function, and we only need tomaximize the power allocation
pointwise.

𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽, 𝜇)
= 𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝜐 (𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝑐) + 𝛽 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) − 𝑃ave)

− 𝜇 (𝐶 (𝑡) − 𝜂𝛾∗ (P (ℎ (𝑡)) + 𝑃𝑐))
= 𝐶 (𝑡) (1 − 𝜐 − 𝜇) + (𝜇𝜂𝛾∗ + 𝛽)P (ℎ (𝑡)) + 𝜐𝑐

− 𝛽𝑃ave + 𝜇𝜂𝛾∗𝑃𝑐.

(16)

And then, using the Lagrangian dual method differentiating𝐿(P(ℎ(𝑡)), 𝜐, 𝛽, 𝜇) with respect to P(ℎ(𝑡)) and setting the
result to zero, we can calculateP(ℎ(𝑡)).

𝜕𝐿 (P (ℎ (𝑡)) , 𝜐, 𝛽, 𝜇)
𝜕P (ℎ (𝑡))

= (1 − 𝜐 − 𝜇) ℎ (𝑡)
ln 2 (1 + ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) + 𝜇𝜂𝛾∗ + 𝛽

= 0.
P (ℎ (𝑡)) = 𝜐 + 𝜇 − 1

ln 2 (𝜇𝜂𝛾∗ + 𝛽) −
1

ℎ (𝑡) .

(17)

Furthermore, since 𝐶(𝑡) ≥ 𝑐, we get
P (ℎ (𝑡)) = max{ 𝜐 + 𝜇 − 1

ln 2 (𝜇𝜂𝛾∗ + 𝛽) −
1

ℎ (𝑡) ,
2𝑐 − 1
ℎ (𝑡) } . (18)

(18) is also a kind of hybrid power allocation scheme based on
PPTPA. We call it as QoE Constrained Capacity Maximiza-
tion Power Allocation (QCCMPA).

5. Power Allocation Considering
Small-Scale Fading

In the previous sections, we only considered the influence
of path loss on the channel. However, the fast time-varying
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small-scale fading is the characteristic of wireless channel of
HSR; we need to consider the effect of small-scale fading on
system performance. As we know, small-scale fading cannot
be predicted accurately in HSR scenario. But the statistics
information of small-scale fading can be known in the trans-
mitter and it remains unchanged for a long time. Because
the small-scale fading can reduce the system capacity, the EE
performance can be reduced when we consider the small-
scale fading. In this section, we evaluate the effect of small-
scale fading on the energy-efficient power allocation policy.

The Nakagami-m model is used to describe the small-
scale fading of HSR [29, 33]. 𝑚 is the fading factor, which
increases from 1/2 to∞. The fading becomes Rayleigh when𝑚 = 1.

We consider flat fading, and for narrowband signals, the
received signal at time 𝑡 is

𝑦 (𝑡) = √ℎ𝑠 (𝑡) ℎ (𝑡)𝑥 (𝑡) + 𝑧 (𝑡) , 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 2
𝑇 , (19)

where √ℎ𝑠(𝑡) is small-scale fading with Nakagami-m distri-
bution. 𝑧(𝑡) is complex Gaussian noise with variance 𝜎2. The
instantaneous channel capacity is

𝐶 (𝑡) = log (1 + ℎ𝑠 (𝑡) ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) , 0 ≤ 𝑡 ≤ 2
𝑇 . (20)

Therefore, the channel capacity in a half period is

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 = ∫𝑇/2
0

log (1 + ℎ𝑠 (𝑡) ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) 𝑑𝑡. (21)

In HSR scenario, we are interested in small delay con-
straint and large data arrival rate.The vertical distance 𝑑0 and
the coverage distance 𝑑𝑠 are small. In this case, the train can
receive high SNR even when the train is on the edge of the
cell [34]. Therefore, the channel capacity is

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 ≈ ∫𝑇/2
0

log (ℎ𝑠 (𝑡) ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) 𝑑𝑡

= ∫𝑇/2
0

log (ℎ (𝑡)P (ℎ (𝑡))) 𝑑𝑡

+ ∫𝑇/2
0

log (ℎ𝑠 (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡.

(22)

From (22), we can see that the channel capacity would be
reduced because of the factor ∫𝑇/2

0
log(ℎ𝑠(𝑡))𝑑𝑡. Because the

period that the train passes through one cell is much larger
than the channel coherence time, the small-scale fading is
ergodic. Therefore, we get

∫𝑇/2
0

log (ℎ𝑠 (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 = 𝐸 (log (ℎ𝑠 (𝑡))) 𝑇2 . (23)

√ℎ𝑠(𝑡) is Nakagami-mdistributionwith parametersΩ and𝑚,
where Ω is the average SNR and𝑚 is the fading factor. Thus,
we obtain

𝐸 (log (ℎ𝑠 (𝑡))) = [𝜓 (𝑚) + ln Ω
𝑚] log 𝑒, (24)

where 𝜓 is Digamma function.

Table 1: Parameters in simulation.

Parameter Description Value
𝑑0 Vertical distance 50m
𝑑𝑠 Coverage distance 1500m
V Train speed 350 km/h
𝛼 Path loss exponent 3
𝜇 Service processing capacity 6 bits/s
𝜆 Data arrival rate 5 bits/s/Hz
𝜏 Delay constraint 400ms
Δ Frequency compensation 1 dB
𝑃ave Average power threshold 40w
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Figure 2: Transmit SNR of proposed QCEPA algorithm compared
with other three different power allocation policies.

6. Results and Discussions

In this section, we provide emulation and extensive simula-
tion results to validate previous theoretical analysis results.
The simulation parameters are shown in Table 1.

6.1. EE Optimization Power Allocation Policy. We firstly
evaluate the EE performance of the proposed QCEPA power
allocation solution, and then we analyze the impact of the
service processing capacity of VMs 𝜇, channel fading factor𝑚, data arrival rate 𝜆, and different train speeds V on the EE
performance. Finally, the effect of small-scale fading on the
proposed QCEPA power allocation policy is evaluated.

In Figure 2, the proposed QCEPA algorithm is compared
with other three different power allocation policies (water
filling, channel inversion, and constant power allocation).

(i) Water filling power allocation: in this scheme, we
compare the traditional water filling power allocation
scheme. The objective function is to maximize the
capacity with average power constraint. Compared
to the proposed QCEPA, the traditional water filling
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power allocation does not consider the delay con-
straint, and the objective function is also different.

(ii) Channel inversion power allocation: in this scheme,
the power allocation scheme is P(ℎ(𝑡)) = (2𝑐 −1)/ℎ(𝑡).

(iii) Constant power allocation: in this scheme, the power
is constant in each time slot.

From Figure 2, we can see that the process of QCEPA is
divided into twophases; from0 s to 0.79 s is the first phase, the
channel condition is good, and water filling power allocation
policy is used; from 0.79 s to 7.5 s is the second phase, the
channel condition becomes bad as the train approaches the
cell edge, andRRUadopts channel inversion power allocation
policy. It also can be seen that the water filling power
allocation scheme is no power allocation when the time is
6.5 s.The reason is that the channel condition is bad when the
train is at the edge of the cell; the RRUdoes not allocate power
to the passengers. From this figure, it also can be seen that
the proposed QCEPA is different from the traditional water
filling power allocation. The reason can be explained as fol-
lows. Because the channel condition is good from0 s to 0.79 s,
QCEPA adopts the form of water filling power allocation to
meet the delay constraint and achieve the maximum EE per-
formance. From 0.79 s to 7.5 s, because the channel condition
is bad, QCEPA adopts channel inversion power allocation
to meet the delay constraint and achieve the maximum EE
performance. However, for the traditional water filling power
allocation, because it does not consider the delay constraint
and its objective function is to maximize capacity, the alloca-
tion results of QCEPA and the traditional water filling power
allocation are different. Although these two algorithms are all
the form of water filling, the values are different. For example,
the solution of QCEPA is P(ℎ(𝑡)) = max{(1 − 𝜐)/ ln 2(𝛾∗ −𝛽)−1/ℎ(𝑡), (2𝑐−1)/ℎ(𝑡)}, but the solution of traditional water
filling isP(ℎ(𝑡)) = max{1/ − 𝜆 ln 2 − 1/ℎ(𝑡), 0}.

Figure 3 illustrates the EE performance versus different
train speeds under different power allocation policies. From
this figure we can see that when the train speed is faster, the
EE performance is worse. This is because that the average
channel quality of the high-speed train is worse than the low
speed train in unit time. It also can be seen that the EE per-
formance of proposed algorithm outperforms the other three
power allocation schemes.When the train speed is 350 km/h,
the EE performance can reach 0.3408 bps/Hz/W. And the EE
performance of channel inversion power allocation policy is
the worst.This is because the channel inversion power alloca-
tion policy tries to keep a constant transmission rate, nomat-
ter whether the channel condition is good or bad. When the
channel condition is not very good, the RRU has to increase
transmit power, but the channel capacity increases inconspic-
uously. Therefore, the EE performance becomes bad.

Service preprocessing capability of VMs 𝜇 can affect
the transmission time and further affect the EE perfor-
mance. Therefore, 𝜇 is an indirect factor affecting the EE
performance. Figure 4 shows EE performance versus service
processing capability of VMs under different𝑚 factors. From
this figure, as can be seen, themore serious small-scale fading
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Figure 3: EE performance versus different train speeds under
different power allocation policies.
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Figure 4: EE performance versus service processing capacity of
VMs under different𝑚 factors.

leads to worse EE performance. Also we can see that with
the increasing service processing capability of VMs, the EE
performance also increases. We can explain as follows: when
the service processing capability is stronger, the service time
is shorter, so the RRU has more time to transmit the data as
the channel condition becomes good, which leads to better
EE performance.

Another affecting EE performance factor is data arrival
rate 𝜆. Figure 5 illustrates EE performance versus data
arrival rate with considering small-scale fading or not. In
Algorithm 1, we only consider the effect of large-scale fading
on power allocation scheme. However, the small-scale fading
effect cannot be eliminated. Therefore, we must evaluate the
effect of small-scale fading on the power allocation results. In
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Figure 5: EE performance versus data arrival rate with considering
small-scale fading when𝑚 = 1 or not.

Section 5, we analyze the effect of small-scale fading on EE
performance. For this figure, our goal is to show the effect of
small-scale fading onEEperformance. It can be seen thatwith
the data arrival rate increases, the EE performance decreases.
This is because when the data arrival rate gets higher, the
RRU needs more power to increase the transmission rate,
so the EE performance becomes bad. Furthermore, the EE
performance is obviously decreased when the small-scale
fading is considered. It is because that the channel prediction
is not accurate, which leads to the unprecise power allocation
policy. However, from Figure 5 we can see that the EE
performance only decreases by 19.3% when the small-scale
fading is considered. Therefore, the power allocation policy
is still effective.

6.2. Maximum Capacity Power Allocation Policy. In this sec-
tion, we evaluate the proposed QCCMPA power allocation
scheme and then analyze the impact of small-scale fading on
the capacity.

Figure 6 illustrates transmit SNR of proposed QCCMPA
algorithm compared with other three different power allo-
cation policies when 𝜂 = 95%. The process of QCCMPA is
also divided into two phases; water filling power allocation
is used in the first phase, and it takes longer time than that
in Figure 2; channel inversion power allocation is used in
the second phase. The form of QCCMPA is the same as
QCEPA in Figure 2. However, the transmission power and
the duration of each phase are different. This is because that
the objective function of Problem 5 is to maximize capacity.
If we want to get larger capacity, we need take more time
to adopt the water filling power allocation scheme. From
Figure 6 we can see that the power value in first phase of
QCCMPA is larger than that in first phase of QCEPA. This
is because the channel condition is good in the first phase,
and we increase the transmission power to get larger capacity
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Figure 6: Transmit SNR of proposed QCCMPA algorithm com-
pared with other three different power allocation policies when 𝜂 =95%.
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in this phase. However, as the train moves away from the cell
center, the channel condition becomes bad. If we also increase
transmission power in the second phase, the channel capacity
increases very slightly but the EE performance decreases
seriously, which cannot satisfy our requirements. Therefore,
to increase system capacity, the best solution is to take more
time to adopt the water filling power allocation scheme
when the channel condition is good. From this figure, it also
can be seen that the proposed QCCMPA is different from
the traditional water filling power allocation, which can be
explained for the same reason as Figure 2.

Figure 7 illustrates the accumulative capacity under dif-
ferent EE performance ratio requirements with considering
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Figure 8: The measured path loss information.

small-scale fading or not. As can be seen, when the EE
performance reduces from 100% to 95%, the capacity is
increased by 11.76% compared to 5%EE loss. However, when
the EE performance reduces from 100% to 75%, the capacity
only increases by 15.84%. In practical scenarios, we canmake
a balance between EE and capacity according to our require-
ments. In Figure 7, we also consider small-scale fading with𝑚 = 1, where the EE performance reduces from 100% to 95%,
and the capacity increases by about 15.66%.When EE perfor-
mance ratio reduces to 75% of the optimal value, the capacity
increases by about 20.12%. Therefore, the power allocation
scheme is also effective when considering small-scale fading.

6.3. Performance Emulation. In order to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed PPTPA in the real HSR scenario,
we utilize the channelmeasurement of Zhengzhou-XianHSR
line [33] to perform it. The channel measurement and path
loss information are shown in Figure 8.

We utilize the measured path loss and small-scale fading
values to emulate the EE performance versus data arrival rate.
And we compare the theoretical analysis with the measured
data. Figure 9 has the same trend with Figure 5 and it
can be explained for the same reasons. In Figure 5, the EE
performance of theoretical analysis decreases by 19.3% when
the small-scale fading is considered. However, in Figure 9 the
EE performance only decreases by 15.81% when we utilize
the measured values. In addition, the EE performance with
measured small-scale fading is between 𝑚 = 2 and 𝑚 =3. Therefore, the proposed power allocation algorithm is
effective.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated two problems in C-RAN of
HSR. Because the train location can be predicted, we utilized
the path loss information to simplify the CSI of the train and
proposed PPTPA to solve two problems. The first problem
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Figure 9: EE performance versus data arrival rate with measured
values and theoretical analysis.

is the energy-efficient power allocation problem with delay
constraint when the communication system of HSR only
bears PISs. The second problem is the capacity optimization
with joint EE and services transmission delay constraints
when the communication system of HSR bears PISs and
TCSs.The effect of small-scale fading on the proposed power
allocation schemes was evaluated. Emulation results and
extensive simulation results based on Zhengzhou-Xian HSR
line channel measurements trace have demonstrated that
proposed two power allocation policies can achieve EE max-
imization and capacity maximization. For the first problem,
compared with water filling scheme, the EE performance of
proposed algorithm is improved by 85%. For the capacity
maximizationwith EE constraint problem, the capacity in the
proposed scheme can be increased by 11.76%, when the EE
performance reduces from 100% to 95%.

Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2. We prove Lemma 2 with two steps as
follows [25].

We prove the sufficient condition of Lemma 2 firstly. We
define 𝛾∗ as the optimal energy-efficient value of Problem
1, 𝛾∗ = ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶∗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡/ ∫𝑇/2

0
P∗(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐, where P∗(ℎ(𝑡))

is the optimal power allocation policy and 𝐶∗(𝑡) is the
corresponding channel capacity. Obviously, 𝛾∗ should satisfy

𝛾∗ = ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶∗ (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫𝑇/2
0

P∗ (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
≥ ∫𝑇/2

0
𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡

∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
.

(A.1)
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From (A.1), we can get

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) ≤ 0,

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶∗ (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P
∗ (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) = 0.

(A.2)

Therefore, we can conclude maxP ∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 −
𝛾∗(∫𝑇/2
0

P(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) = 0. The sufficient condition is
proved.

Secondly, we prove the necessary condition. Suppose
that P̂

∗(ℎ(𝑡)) is the optimal power allocation policy of
the reformulated objective function and �̂�∗(𝑡) is the cor-
responding channel capacity. Therefore, ∫𝑇/2

0
�̂�∗(𝑡)𝑑𝑡 −

𝛾∗(∫𝑇/2
0

P̂
∗(ℎ(𝑡))𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐) = 0. For a feasible power allocation

policyP(ℎ(𝑡)) and corresponding channel capacity𝐶(𝑡), they
can be written as

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

≤ ∫𝑇/2
0

�̂�∗ (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡 − 𝛾∗ (∫𝑇/2
0

P̂
∗ (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐)

= 0.

(A.3)

From above inequality, we can get

∫𝑇/2
0

𝐶 (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫𝑇/2
0

P (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
≤ 𝛾∗,

∫𝑇/2
0

�̂� (𝑡) 𝑑𝑡
∫𝑇/2
0

P̂ (ℎ (𝑡)) 𝑑𝑡 + 𝑃𝑐
= 𝛾∗.

(A.4)

Therefore, the optimal power allocation policy P̂
∗(ℎ(𝑡))

for the reformulated objective function is also the optimal
power allocation policy for the original function. The neces-
sary condition is proved.
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